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SCENE 1
Universe
A short explanation

CLASSICAL MUSIC.

A little image of a binary constellation (the sun and only one Planet) on the Pre-Firmament, where there is no other element, on the back of the image it comes slowly expandin in the cam direction. On the inferior part of the scene there are energy balls, that centers the screen and the left ball releases rays to the right one. This gave a slow formation to a Sign:

SIGN:

3 billion years after the Life Origin, human beings prepare themselves to a farewell orbital binary system which is about the collapsing due to the sun instability. Life will cease for a long time. There is no scape, everyone will be punished by the Environmental Disaster that was spread over the civilization.

There is only one hope, taking life to another dimension. An artificial world created to house the specie until the conditions of life become favorable again.

This place is Ethereal – the God’s abode. Only strong ones will be able to live from the other side of its walls. Its necessary to be open minded and merge into the portal to get eternal life, as an angel, no physical form, only with the soul’s body. The Portal is the determination of what will the life be in Ethereal, it sweeps the mind of the ones who dare goin through it, then it reallocates everyone according to good and bad actions stored on it’s people memory.

SCENE 2
Planet
Reentry on the planet

SPACESHIP TRAVELLING SOUND.

The sing disappear, the cam gets near to the planet, the reentry happens, it goes to the direction of a beautiful city full of big buildings and space ships crossing the city. The cam get into the city and through the streets.
SCENE 3
Planet
Lenderbook Portal

CLASSICAL MUSIC.

The camera focuses the complex portal. The image is like an huge monument embedded in the soil as an arch huge enough to move large objects like aircrafts, train wagons, ships, floating submarines. Until here there was only the spaceship sound. Now appears a spacial vehicle similar to a war aircraft that materializes from an energy bubble. Many objects are passing by the portal, including the listed above, as all of them wanted to scape.

SCENE 4
Planet
Lenderbook portal

The sky shakes, a cosmic flame appears on the horizon. Above the portal, at the top we can see the city through a hologram. Every being or vehicle that cross the portal get in a molecular form, they are densely allocated on the sides of the portal that inflates with every add, no in the objects proportion, but a lower form, the rearrangement of the molecules can transform huge things in very little dense forms impossible to see only with the eyes.

Portal Note

The Sun instability will affect the reentry in 30 minutes. Who doesn’t get in this time there will be no other way. Only people wich was permitted will enter on the portal and have the expectation of an eternal life on the other side until the life conditions become normal again. Non authorized people who tries to pass over the portal will be desintegrated forever and its carbon parts will not get in the portal.

SCENE 5
Planet
Lenderbook Portal/The traveller

Spaceship Pilot
Asking permission to enter into Ethereal.

Portal
What is the origin?

Energy Bubble
City of the Templars, from Ganimedes Sector. Family Zick, Lender Nafir Zick.

Portal
Your invitation is done, you will be responsible for the Spiritual Order of the new colonies to pass over our knowledge. The other members of your order are already on the city. You can pass over the portal.

SCENE 6
PORTAL
Lenderbook Portal/The traveller

On the Portal, on the top platform there is a big imprint written: LENDERBOOK PORTAL, that blinks the words: SAVE CARBON / BE ETERNAL. The pilot passes inside the portal what transforms him and the ship in molecular material.

SCENE 7
Ethereal
The Entry

On the hologram above the portal there is a ship arriving on the city. The entry was a success. For the ones in the city it seems nothing changed. As life was the same way as before. The rules applied to life and death of the biological body are the same in Ethereal.

SCENE 8
Ethereal
Greetings Square

Stage Host
- Welcome to Ethereal!

Pause.

- Now you are all immortals! You will have eternal life if you save our civilization values. It doesn’t mean that you will never die. The same rules for the physical body exist here. Eternal means that when you dead in Ethereal you’ll have a new chance to develop a new body through volunteers who wants to be your parents on this huge civilization.

We maintain that the projections you’re living now are an extension of your carbon molecules that are into the portal. All the experience in Ethereal and outside of it in other dimension is stored for the Liberty Day, where you will have a data storage full of informations about your life, emotions and experiences with everyone. All the ones against the order and love will be banished from Ethereal. The Ban is the suspension of the right to live for long times or the destruction of carbon molecules stored on the portal, what implies the necessity of everyone conduct all its goals by LOVE what is a TEMPLARS responsibility in this city.
APPLAUDS.

SCENE 9
Lenderbook Portal
The Scape

ELETROMAGNETIC SOUNDS.

A ship gets close to the portal. Time is over. The ship passes by the portal and appears on the other side on the same dimension. No time to get in. Then the portal gets out of the soil, there are electromagnetic propellants below that makes it fly. The portal comes out of the earth atmosphere and get faster and faster. Then the planet is swallowed by the sun that explodes releasing heat and energy over the Universe.

SIGN:
10 billion years later.

SCENE 10
Universe
Cosmos/Colonies

COLLISION AND EXPLOSION SOUNDS.

The cam focuses the cosmos forming itself. Planets in collision, emerging suns, aligning stars, then appears the portal landing in a quiet orbit. To a better adaptation something happen in its “U” shape, it is changed to a spherical shape as a very dense moon.. Then starts the emanation of eletromagnetism for the planets that they enter into orbit faster. This is the first step of the Universe colonization.

SIGN:
19 billion years later the beginning

SCENE 11
Ethereal
Court

JUDGE HAMMER AND CHAT SOUNDS.

The camera focuses a very modern court in Ethereal. The court session is broadcasted to all the city. There are screens all over the city registering what is happening.

Judge
- Silence here in the Court! Ladies and gentleman respect the authority and let’s begin the discussion of the EARTH colony.

Total Silence.

Judge
- Prosecution can begin.
Prosecution Lawyer
- Sir Judge I prosecute Mr. Lender Nafir Zick to be the head of a criminous organization on EARTH Planet.

Judge
- Lender Nafir Zick, you have the rights to establish a defense lawyer for such a serious situation like this one. Please know that if it is truth you and your organization will get your carbon molecules disintegrated forever.

Lender
Judge Sir, as a Templar I’ll defend myself of this situation that include me and my crew on EARTH.
- WE ARE INNOCENTS!

Prosecution Lawyer
- You declare yourself innocent? Absurd that this court has not taken a severe attitude with this Templars some time ago to prevent the atrocities committed by the followers of the order.

Lender
- It was all in the name of LOVE!

Prosecution Lawyer
- Did you forget that beyond love this court also acts on behalf of ORDER?

Lender
- Order without love would be a chaos, freedom would be for another reasons! There is Order in Love too.

Prosecution Lawyer
- Don’t say crazy things like this. I’m talking about millions of deaths that your LOVE caused on EARTH! Tell me with all the words what does LOVE made you put a templar Nero Cláudio César Augusto Germânico as a header, we was accused to kill his own son and loads more in the city he lived in?

Lender
- Think about the knowledge he left for his people. Everyone who was part of that in the name of LOVE got a reward. The survivors learned what they can’t do to others.

Prosecution Lawyer
- Judge, I believe that all Ethereal is worried with Templars like Lender Nafir Zick, that don’t look for the Gift of Life,
what we fight for a long time to get our carbon molecules again.

- I accuse the Templars for the conspiracy against Etérea sending their followers repetidly over EARTH to tell epic suffering stories. Where is JESUS Mr Lender? Give your icon to the judgment. I’ll ask for a severe sentence for you and your main followers.

Lender
- It live in us!

Judge
- (loud talk) I’ll let you know that you’re over a judgment and you should not talk about mistery stuff. Answer the questions and don’t beat around the bush.

Lender
- We Templars remove the location of our followers everytime we go to EARTH to develop a mission and then get back to Etera. I’m sorry but we don’t leave our steps on. I assume full responsibility for the Master.

Prosecution Lawyer
Sir Judge, how many deaths happened? I prosecute Lender for the suffering and drama by the Templars.

What about the suffering of many wars in the name of GOD? I ask you Mr. Lender: Wouldn’t be fair just tell them the truth about Ethereal then alienate them creating fantasious stories about principles that takes them to a surreal world by the fact of the human beings being made on EARTH?

Lender
- Knowledge shows that is only possible to absorb informations from what is touchable, Etérea is far from being just physical, so we look for teaching by the imaginary side of things. We just put information on their mind through dreams, thoughts, mechanical induction of human machine, by suffering, hapiness, agony and hope.
- Even the concepts must be proofed in every situations. How to talk about hope if there is no hope situation?

Prosecution Lawyer
- Use Etérea technology to generate your concepts Mr. Lender!

Lender
- If I used technology we would generate only mechanical beings. Machines that operates in fake senses on human beings psychic. Where is the love? Where is humanity?
Prosecution Lawyer
- What about Adolf Hitler Mr. Lender? Will you deny he was a Templar too?

Lender
- We don’t know about his location! Why pursuing all of our collaborators?

Prosecution Lawyer
- Collaborators! (shout that shocks people) How can you defend yourself and deny the location of a person responsible for the massacre of 60 million of people?

Lender
- Everyone were rewarded!

Prosecution Lawyer
- Which kind of reward brings death as result for the ones who enters on another epic story produced by templars like you?

Lender
- The next generations would be beneficiaries with the horror and suffering from the past ones. This is the way we do it. War will end as the time goes by. If it didn’t happen humanity would develop a total destruction.

Prosecution Lawyer
- So you agree with the death cases?

Lender
- Deaths are a consequence of decisions taken by someone of being part of an epic event. What we do is to stimulate the mind concepts of every human being, then they could choose living or be part of the episode. Free will to decide.

Prosecution Lawyer
- You encourage the mass collective! Where fight for something seems to be a human value that must be cultivated at any cost. That’s why I accuse you of Conspiracy against the colonization process.

Lender
- Due to the war and the epic episodes today technology has born, it gives a better life expectation to people of EARTH than before.

Prosecution Lawyer
- Why don’t you choose a different model to EARTH, some used in other successful colonies that don’t get in epic episodes and kill the power of mind that is not in accordance with the order principles you’re advocating?
Lender
- I already Said that human beings are not machines!

Prosecution Lawyer
- What you have to say about the life expectation of your modern world, as you Said that it is high and that there are still wars killing thousands of people? The Templar Jorge W. Bush deserves your considerations too?

Lender
- He tries to bring values as democracy, freedom to Express and equality for people affected by dictatorships.

Prosecution Lawyer
- You don’t see that your methods kills people? This Templar seems to have no limits, why don’t you pass over him?

Lender
- We deal with his psyche the contact with GOD. He guides his thoughts we put in his head as the peoples brotherhood, patience, discipline, hope and freeing people from oppression from evil dictators. Sadam Hussein served to arouse people from sorrow, a need of changing what we pass to other templar develop on its own way, Jorge W. Bush. His mission is transform his country in a promising place before the end of petrol sources.

Prosecution Lawyer
- Sir Judge I have nothing more to say about Lender Nafir Zick. I ask for the destruction of his and his followers carbon molecules forever from EARTH, and then the creation of a new order to save the planet from the consequences of a ridiculous Templar Policy Campaign.

Judge
- Mr. Lender Nafir Zick I judge the prosecution of the lawyer ok but this case will be taken to a popular judgement due to the number of people in. Major votes will decide the templars destiny!

Pause.

Judge
Votation done! People from ETHEREAL decided to ban everyone involved in epic episodes for any reason apparent or hidden that leads to decline of life among human beings and living creatures. While the responsible ones don’t fix the mistakes they made they will never get back to ETHEREAL and won’t be
able to consult their lifes anymore. Their next lifes will be anonymous and they will pass by the privation due to the suffering they caused to others.
- Any other thing to say Mr. Lender?

Lender
- I ask that this council to free the templars to pratice good actions to live in Ethereal. It would be our hope and for all our followers to try to repair what we made wrong on EARTH.

Judge
- Everyone will be banished and I say that Mr. Jesus can stay on Ethereal until the templars redemption because your life wasn’t a conspiracy for the death of innocent people. Although you have erased the memory of your existance we got ways, by law, to discover the location of every single of you. It is a privilege of justice of Ethereal.
- In the name of Law!

PAUSE.

HORN SOUNDS.

SCENE 12
EARTH
Hospital

The cam focuses a hospital room. There is someone on the bed with some breathing apparatus.

Mother (of the sick person)
- The worst part is over son, we’ll go home soon.

Lender
- (crying) mom, they banned me. I was not guilty... It was all for love... I love my family, my parents, animals... everyone one!

Mother
- Calm down son, I’m here with you.

Doctor
- Naturally that someone over stress got a brain collapse, then they return with some confused thoughts, then he mixes it with memories and processes . You should let him the most comfortable you can, then we’ll recovery his normal state slowly. Some cases it can happen for some years.
Lender
- (energetic and sad) The judge said I can’t get back. I must stay here forever mom! I’m not guilty... I’m not guilty.

SIGN:
3 months later

SCENE 13
Earth
Walk by Paz

ELECTRONIC MUSIC SOUND.

Lender is at home. His mother prepares the breakfast. Lender wakes up to have some breakfast. On his T-shirt there is a phrase: NO WAR! YES LOVE! He goes out with some papers with a crowd of people. They are recording it. The crowd shouts: OUT BUSH!

SCENE 14
Earth
Walk by Paz

A missed bullet hits Lender and he gets in shock state and goes to the hospital again. His mother comes in a very deep state there and talk to the doctor about an accident that Lender was involved 3 months ago.

Lender’s Mother
- Doctor, he had a strong hit in his head caused by a car crashing 3 months ago. Later he insisted in being part of Defense Movements by Peace and by the Planet. Where was the hit this time?

Doctor
- It was next to his heart, we’ll do everything to take this bullet out without letting it explode.

Lender’s Mother
- Thank you very much doctor.

SCENE 15
Ethereal
Judgement

JUDGE HAMMER AND CHAT SOUNDS.

Judge
I see that you came fast from your judgment review. It will be this way for all of your followers. When you’re not necessary in some part of the Planet anymore you’ll go to another part
until the encouragement of deaths in exchange for prosperity 
ends.

Prosecution Lawyer
- Sir, I ask for you to review this case again, banishment is 
nothing for them. End their carbon, Lenders and his templars 
too.

Judge
- the decision of ending their carbon can’t come from only 
one decision, people will decide if we have to do it or not. 
They were wrong but they are paying for what they did on 
Earth.

SCENE 16
Ethereal
Judgement

Lender
- I got somethin to say. It was revealed by radio waves in my 
brain when I was on Earth, when I was there for 3 months, 
thatwe, the templars, someone from Ethereal betrayed us. A 
deadly virus that reverse the values to reach its goals was 
added to our psyche, this way we would fail in our messianic 
project of a colony structuring.

JUDGE
- Without solid evidences we can’t stop the sentence. All we 
can do is wait for 3 generations, until we get the evidences a 
process by us. It won’t mean that your penalty will be 
repealed during this period. We’ll give the necessary 
elements to prove this question. Who are guilty?

Lender
- The ones who came from LUCIFER city.

JUDGE
- People from there can’t pass by the portal, they were 
banished from being immortals because the way they used to 
act againts the republic principles. You’re trippin again. We 
know that the templars were responsible for the creation of 
the icon “SATAN” to scary people leading them to take the 
straight parth not other ones. If you prove it you’ll have 
your immortal soul.

Lender
- this court is a farce. How can we prove if we’re innocent 
or not if we don’t have the acces to Ethereal and this way we
can’t discover who put the virus on Earth People’s mind system?

JUDGE
- So you, a man with no faith! Did you forget that Jesus is here firm and saved. He will look for you. We’ll choose representatives to the people that sympathize with his ideology to support here in Ethereal, on the search for a solution of the Templars problem. While it happens make whatever you can to help on the fixing solution to a world you helped to destruct little by little!

SCENE 17
EARTH
Hospital

The cam focuses a hospital room. There is someone on the bed with some breathing apparatus. A woman gets close to him.

Doctor
- You’re a very lucky guy. Some other cases like yours wasn’t sucessful. God must be with you!

Lender
Amem!

SIGN:
www.lenderbook.com

CREDITS
MUSIC: Catchy and happy.

FIN
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